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A high-profile real estate agent, Aaron Koniak arrested for investigation of drunken driving in Dallas
Texas a few days ago. A resident of Dallas, Texas, Aaron Koniak was found by officers on duty in
an inebriated condition and driving his SUV on the road in a weaving manner. He was arrested after
failing the field sobriety test. According to the police reports, Aaron Koniak arrested for drunken
driving was driving up on the curb just before midnight Saturday. A well known personality in Dallas,
Texas, Aaron Koniak was stopped at the check post near Woodside Street, Dallas TX where the
police was undertaking a special drive to check drunken driving. The breathalyzer test conducted by
the traffic police showed that Aaron Koniak was driving the car under the influence of alcohol. He
failed to pass the breathalyzer test and his blood/alcohol content was beyond permissible limits.
PAS or Preliminary Alcohol Screening test is a portable breath test to determine the presence of
alcohol commonly. The Dallas Texas police seized his car and booked a case against him for
drunken driving.

DUI is the term that stands for driving under the influence, usually, for drunk driving. Aaron Koniak
arrested in drunken driving charge was driving back to his home after a small associates gathering.
Usually, in the drunken driving cases, the driver has been stopped at a sobriety checkpoint for field
sobriety tests. And, if the officer on duty is not satisfied with the performance level on these tests, he
will make an arrest and transport the suspected person to the jail for further proceedings. Aaron
Koniak arrested in influenced condition was charged for DUI offense. The breath test results taken
by Dallas Police were used as evidence against the drunken driving case for what Aaron Koniak
had been arrested. The device used to measure the blood alcohol content has shown the high
traces of alcohol in his body. A bail was posted with the Dallas, Texas authorities and Aaron Koniak
was granted bail once the courts were open.
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